
  WEEK 6 
Saturday  

April 29, 2023 

9:00AM–1:00 PM 

9TH GENERATION CREATING 
SUSTAINABLE  

NEIGHBORHOOD 

DEVELOPERS’ 
PROGRAM: Virtual 
 

 
 

9:00 AM: Welcome!! 
Dr. Donald Andrews- Dean, College of Business, 
Southern University and A&M College 
 

9:05 AM: Path Forward: 
Eric L. Porter 
Co-Creator of CSND/ComNet LLC 

 
9:10 AM: Curriculum Direction: 

Dr. Sung No,  
Co-Director, SU EDA University Center 
 

9:15 AM: “Where are they now”  
Deborah Branch,  
Legacy 160 
 

 9:45 AM: “Environmental & Legal Issues in Real Estate”  
Raymond Brown. Law Offices of Raymond 
Anthony Brown 

 
10:40 AM: Break 
 
10:50 AM: “Making the Deal via Project Development Processes” 

   Eric Porter,  
   ComNet, LLC 
 

11:50 AM: “Project Management - Through Construction” 
  Eric Porter,  

    ComNet, LLC  
 
12:50 PM: “Examination Review” 

Dr. Sung No,  
Co-Director, SU EDA University Center 
 

12:55pm: Closing: 
Eric L. Porter, Dean Andrews & Dr. Sung No 
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INVESTMENTS LLC

SUSTAINABLE NEIGHBORHOOD 
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Deborah Branch
April 22, 2023



LEGACY 160 
INVESTMENTS LLC
• Deborah Branch, Owner

• Business Administration, BA
Southern University/
Letourneau University

• PMP Certification
• Retired IT Project Manager – BP-35 Years
• Sustainable Neighborhood Developer 

Program Graduate
• President of Revitalized Pearls With 

Purpose Educational Foundation
• Mother of 3 and Grandmother of 3
• Heir Property Recipient



MY LEGACIES!

CARL, DAVID AND SHONDA

RILEY(2), JASON(3) AND KAYLA(5)



LEGACY 160 
INVESTMENTS LLCHIGH-LEVEL PROJECT OVERVIEW

PORTFOLIO

• 7 – Rental 
Properties

• 2 – City Lots 
• 80 – Acres 

(undeveloped)
• Total Assets $1.2M

PROGRAM

• PHASE I (1-3 yrs)
• Rehab rentals

• PHASE II (3-5 yrs)
• New Builds

• PHASE III (5-10 yrs)
• Subdivision

GOALS

• Income - Generate 
consistent cashflow

• Wealth-building –
Maximize returns by 
steadily building ROI 
over time

• Wealth-protection –
Preserve existing capital 
while building future 
wealth



LEGACY 160 
INVESTMENTS LLC

Booker T. Washington Subdivision
Monroe, LA 71203

MARKET OVERVIEW

• Monroe is located in northeast Louisiana on 
the banks of the Ouachita River in Ouachita 
Parish; commonly referred to as one of the 
Twin Cities. 

• Monroe is 61.44% African American, 34.52% 
White and 4.04% Other

• “Booker T” is 95.2% African American
• Median household income is $25,781
• Average rental price in Booker T Washington 

is currently $1,378 lower in price than 47.8% 
of Louisiana neighborhoods 

• Real estate is primarily made up of medium 
sized (three or four bedroom) built between 
1940 and 1969. Median home value $106,187

• Home ownership trends are up 2.6% over 
past 5 years

• Rental prices are up 6.9% over past 5 years 

Data obtained from CoreLogic Neighborhood Scout 2023 Report

Lot 
1 1 2

3 4

56

Property 1- 2br 1ba
Property 2- 2br 1ba
Property 3- 3br 2.5ba
Property 4- 2br 1ba
Property 5-2br 1ba
Property 6- 2br 1ba
Lot 1- 0.4 acres



West Monroe, LA 71292

MARKET OVERVIEW

• West Monroe is located in northeast 
Louisiana on the banks of the Ouachita River 
in Ouachita Parish; commonly referred to as 
one of the Twin Cities. 

• Population of 12,856
• West Monroe is 53.6% White, 40.3% African 

American and 6.1% Other
• Median household income is $38,865
• Average rental price in Booker T Washington 

is currently $1,158
• Real estate is primarily made up of medium 

sized (three or four bedroom) built between 
1970 and 1999. Median home value $159,109

• Average appreciation rate is up 2.7%
• Total appreciation up 85% since 1 QTR 2000

Data obtained from CoreLogic Neighborhood Scout 2023 Report

LEGACY 160 
INVESTMENTS LLC

Property 7- 3br 2.5ba
Lot 2- 0.4 acres

Currently rented7Lot 2



Monroe, LA

• Calhoun is located 15 miles west of Monroe, 
LA

• Calhoun has a population of 670 people. 
• Per capita household income is $62,763 
• Median home value $221,128
• Average market rent is $1,201
• 77% of homes are 3+ bedrooms
• Limited infrastructure
• New 371 acre Industrial Park

Data obtained from CoreLogic Neighborhood Scout 2023 Report

Calhoun, Louisiana 71225

MARKET OVERVIEW LEGACY 160 
INVESTMENTS LLC

Undeveloped
Land



PROPOSED HIGH LEVEL 
PROJECT PLAN GANTT CHART

2028 2029 2030 2031 2032

PHASE I 1 Q 2 Q 3 Q 4 Q 1 Q 2 Q 3 Q 4 Q 1 Q 2 Q 3 Q 4 Q 1 Q 2 Q 3 Q 4 Q 1 Q 2 Q 3 Q 4 Q

Rehab Rental Properties

Property 1

Property 2

Property 3

Property 4

Property 5

Property 6

Property 7

PHASE II

New Builds

Lot 1

Lot 2

PHASE III

Subdivision Development

LEGACY 160 LLC PROPOSED HIGH LEVEL PROJECT PLAN

2023 2024 2025 2026 2027

LEGACY 160 
INVESTMENTS LLC



PHASE I
Rehab  
Houses

Property 1 Property 2

• 800 sq ft
• 2 br 1 ba
• Pier & Beam foundation
• Wood Siding

• 800 sq ft
• 2 br 1 ba
• Pier & Beam foundation
• Wood Siding

FLOOR PLAN

PROJECT COSTS

• Acquisition Costs $0
• Labor $54,100
• Materials $28,140
• Total Costs $82,240

• Cost per Sq/ft $51.40



Property 
ASSESSMENT

• Demolition
• Level foundation
• Rewire electrical
• Replace plumbing
• Replace drywall
• Replace windows
• Replace siding
• Install new flooring



DEMOLITION



REHAB



FINAL
RESULTS



LESSONS 
LEARNED

Expect the 
unexpected. Develop a 
risk management plan

Understand the 
processes involved

Learn from your 
mistakes

Ask questions Don’t rush



NEXT STEPS

• Assess/evaluate remaining 
properties

• Secure funding for remaining 
rehabs

• Louisiana Housing 
Corporation

• Private Lenders

• GET TO WORK!

Thank you!



Disaster Mitigation in 
Real Estate

By Raymond A. Brown Esq MS MBA

(225) 910-6873 

ranthonybrown@gmail.com



Scope

► This session provides an overview of the mitigation function, including 
the general types of and approaches to disaster mitigation, the politics 
involved in mitigation, and specific applications dealing with disaster 
types, and an introduction to land-use planning which is a principal 
means of reducing risk from hazards.  As the primary tool for hazard 
mitigation at the community level, effective land-use planning is 
critically important in the management of environmental hazards. The 
regulation of land use can reduce the exposure of residents to natural 
hazards, such as limiting the development of floodplains, and to 
technological hazards, such as chemical storage facilities. Because of 
the importance of land-use management to hazard reduction, this 
session addresses the process and techniques of land-use planning in 
some depth, in addition to the range of approaches to hazard 
mitigation.



Mitigation Defined

►“Any activities which actually eliminate or 
reduce the probability of occurrence of a 
disaster. It also includes long-term activities 
which reduce the effects of unavoidable 
disasters” (National Governors’ Association, 
2020).



General mitigation measures include

 building standards and codes,

 tax incentives/disincentives, 

 zoning ordinances,

 land-use regulations,

 preventive health care programs, and

 public education to reduce risk



Mitigation Programs

Mitigation programs are designed to prevent 
disasters or reduce their effects by discouraging 
behaviors that may put people and property at 
risk, such as building homes and businesses in 
hazardous areas.  

 Voluntary mitigation programs rely upon individuals, 
organizations, and communities to recognize the 
dangers posed by hazards and to reduce their 
exposure to the risk. 





Mitigation Programs (Continued)

 Tax incentives, information concerning hazards and how 
to avoid them, and information on safe building 
practices, for example, only work if individuals, 
organizations, and communities decide that the risk of 
certain behaviors (such as building in wildfire areas) 
outweighs the benefits.

 Nonvoluntary or mandatory mitigation programs use 
the threat of punishment to encourage compliance with 
established standards, although some individuals, 
organizations, and communities may risk punishment 
rather than change their behaviors (such as restricting 
development in floodplains).



Voluntary Mitigation?

Studies of floodplain management 
generally find that people will not limit 
development on the floodplains without 
strict regulations and the threat of 
punishment, e.g., withdrawal of eligibility 
for low cost-flood insurance or eligibility 
for disaster assistance. 



Mitigation Efforts

► Disaster mitigation efforts have expanded 
under Sections 404 and 406 of the Stafford Act 
of 1988 (FEMA, 1997).

 Section 404 of the Stafford Act created the Hazard 
Mitigation Grant Program to provide federal monies 
for mitigation projects. The Volkmer Amendment in 
1993 improved the cost-sharing arrangement and 
increased the amount of federal money available for 
mitigation projects.

 The grant program is funded at a level equal to 15 
percent of the federal money spent on Public and 
Individual Assistance programs, minus administrative 
expenses, for a disaster. 



Mitigation Measures

 Proposed projects have to be consistent with 
the overall mitigation strategy for the area and 
the grants can cover up to 75 percent of the 
cost of the project.

 Section 404 of the Stafford Act provides 
similar financial support for mitigation projects 
for government and nonprofit agencies, 
including such activities as debris removal 
following a disaster.



Discussion 

► Why is it difficult to get people to reduce 
the risk to themselves and their property 
voluntarily?

► Why should the government provide 
incentives to reduce hazards – why not 
simply advise people of the risk and let 
them choose whether they will act to 
reduce the potential risk to themselves, 
their families, and their property?



Strategies for Disaster Mitigation

 The voluntary approach—using public information 
programs to inform people about hazards and 
encourage them to reduce the level of risk to their 
property, their families, their communities, and 
themselves;

 The regulatory approach—adopting land-use 
regulations and building standards to ensure that 
people build safely and reduce the risk to themselves 
and to others;

 The preemption approach—purchasing high-risk 
properties to prevent development and to ensure 
land uses that reduce the risk to people and 
property; 



Strategies for disaster mitigation

 The punishment approach—refusing to provide disaster 
assistance to individuals, families, and businesses that 
do not use disaster mitigation strategies to reduce the 
risk of property losses, injury, or death; and

 The incentive approach—rewarding builders, residents, 
officials, and others for behaviors deemed desirable, 
such as reducing taxes or insurance costs for residents 
who install storm shutters, use disaster-resistant 
building designs, or choose to locate their homes away 
from areas prone to flooding.



Structural and Nonstructural 
Mitigation

► Mitigation techniques are generally categorized 
as structural or nonstructural, as well as 
voluntary or mandatory.

 Building standards and codes and land-use 
regulation are two of the most used nonstructural 
mitigation techniques to reduce threats to property 
and potential loss of life.

 Building standards specify what materials can be 
used in the construction of homes, businesses, and 
institutional structures based upon criteria such as 
strength, durability, flammability, resistance to water 
and wind, etc., and appropriate designs for the 
environment.



Structural and Nonstructural 
Mitigation

 Building codes are regulations adopted by 
states and/or communities that specify what 
kinds of building materials and designs are 
appropriate for particular locations, general 
standards to reduce the risk of fire and/or 
damage from earthquakes or other kinds of 
disaster, and specific mitigation measures to 
reduce the potential damage from winds or 
other hazards.



The most common building codes 
in the U.S.

► the Standard Building Code, which is primarily 
adopted in the Southeast;

► the National Building Code, which is primarily 
adopted in the states of the Mid-Atlantic and 
Eastern region;

► the Uniform Building Code, which is primarily 
adopted in the Midwest and West; and



Building Codes

 The effectiveness of building standards and codes 
depends upon their appropriateness for particular 
communities and upon their enforcement. 

 Some states require local adoption of building codes, 
some leave it up to local authorities to adopt an 
appropriate code, and others simply recommend that 
localities adopt codes. 

 May concluded that the political culture within the state 
and the actions of interest groups were most closely 
associated with states’ approaches to building regulation



Building Codes

Peter May (1997) has categorized state orientations 
toward building regulation in the following manner:

►Minimalist states have no codes or only have them 
for some situations;

► Enabling states authorize local governments to 
adopt and enforce codes but do not require it;

►Mandatory states have state codes and require 
local enforcement, but do not oversee that 
enforcement strictly; and 

► Energetic states both require local enforcement of 
codes and monitor local compliance with that 
requirement.



Building Code Compliance

► The importance of building codes is widely accepted by 
the American public, but compliance with the codes is 
questionable.

► For example, Hurricane Andrew devastated 
communities in south Florida, despite them having 
some of the strongest building codes in the nation. 

 Analysis of the damage revealed that many homes had not 
been built according to code and, although the storm was so 
strong that most would have been severely damaged anyway, 
poor construction caused much of the damage.

 The problem was poor enforcement of the building code, rather 
than an inadequate code or no code at all



Building Codes and Insurance

I. Insurance companies operating in south 
Louisiaa suffered massive losses from 
major hurricanes. Some of the companies 
were forced into bankruptcy by their 
losses and many others refused to issue 
more policies in the region because they 
had underestimated their exposure 
because of the poor enforcement of 
building codes.



Perceptions of Building Codes

I. A survey of residents in hurricane-prone areas, 
showed that overwhelming majorities (93 
percent) felt that building codes were 
important, but only two-thirds (66 percent) felt 
that builders in their communities followed the 
codes



Perceptions of Building Codes

A. A survey also revealed that just over one third 
(37 percent) felt that the wind codes in their 
communities were adequate and over four 
fifths (83 percent) expressed a willingness to 
spend money to make their homes more wind 
resistant. Those who had suffered hurricane 
damage before were most willing to spend 
money to mitigate future losses (Insurance 
Institute for Property Loss Reduction, 1995: 1-
2).



Perceptions of Building Codes

A. A survey also revealed that most of the 
respondents (85 percent) felt that local 
building departments should inspect new 
construction and take an active role in 
providing information (79 percent) and 
educating the public (69 percent) on building 
codes (Insurance Institute for Property Loss 
Reduction, 1995: 2).



Perceptions of Building Codes

• The majority of the respondents (71 
percent) also felt that insurance companies 
should play active roles in reducing 
hurricane losses by inspecting buildings, 
offering discounts, working with builders, 
and lobbying for stricter codes (Insurance 
Institute for Property Loss Reduction, 1995: 
2).



Structural Mitigation

► Structural mitigation techniques include building dams, 
levees, breakwaters, and containment ponds to hold 
water or slow its flow; building civil defense shelters; 
and other physical means to reduce potential loss of life 
and property.

► Public agencies and officials are often predisposed to 
use structural or nonstructural mitigation measures 
rather than seek other options. For example, engineers 
tend to be oriented toward structural solutions and 
lawyers tend to be oriented toward nonstructural 
solutions.



Mitigation Today

►As the field of emergency management has 
professionalized, drawing people from a 
variety of professional backgrounds, and 
more people have become involved in 
decision processes, nonstructural mitigation 
measures have become more popular. 



Discussion

► If insurance companies, professional 
emergency managers, and the public at 
large support effective building codes and 
other mitigation measures, why are they 
not adopted in many states and 
communities?

► What groups might oppose the adoption of 
building codes and other mitigation 
measures and why?



PROJECT MANAGEMENT
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Why Do Projects Fail?

Lack of Planning

Lack of Clear Roles & Responsibilities

Lack of Change Management

Poor Budgeting

Poor Scheduling



Topics Agenda

• Introduction

• What is a Project Manager

• Planning the Project

• Project Scheduling

• Project Financial Plan

• Leading the Project Team

• Managing your Clients

• Managing your Clients

• Managing Quality and Risks

• Time Management & 

Communications

• Controlling the Project

• Getting Out of Trouble



Traits of the Best PMs
as Defined by a Major Client

1. Follows through                                 7.  Backs decisions of team members

2. Good Listener                                     8.  Organized

3. Proactive                                             9.  Handles multiple priorities well

4. On top of every aspect of the job    10.  Technically proficient

5. Leads by example                             11.  Holds people accountable

6. Good Communicator                        12.  Delegates well



The Most Successful PMs

• Manages the proposal effort

• Prepares the fee budget

• Participates in fee negotiation

• Participates in team selection

• Gets non-performers removed

• Controls technical direction

• Controls budget  & schedule

• Maintains rapport with client

• Directs fee collection efforts

• Accountable for success or 

failure

• Little involvement in marketing

• Get fee budgets from others 

• Accepts whatever is negotiated

• Relies on department heads for 

staffing

• Blames department heads for 

poor performers

• Delegates tech. matters to dept. 

heads

• Monitors budget  and schedule

• Reports status to client

• Lets accounting handle 

collections

• Keeps records of who is 

responsible.



How Principals Work with Strong PMs

. 

Issue Project Manager Principal

Fee Proposals Prepares Approves

Fee Negotiation Participates Directs

Team Selection Requests Assigns

Removing Non-Performers Recommends Approves

Technical Decisions Controls Recommends

Client Relations Maintains Oversees

Future Work Secures Approves

Accountability Maintains Rewards



Roles of the Project Management

Traditional  Roles

• Planning

• Scheduling

• Organizing

• Directing

• Controlling

• Technical 

Marketing Roles

• Expand the Scope of Work

• Get the Client Back

• Actively Secure Referrals

• Close the Deal

• Sell All your Firm’s Services

• Passive Marketing/Client 

touches

Financial Roles

• Earn the Profit

• Bill the Client

• Secure Payment 



Passive Marketing/Touching Clients

• Forward an article about a client’s business

• Forward info on a new legislation affecting them

• Send a book about strategies in their business

• All phone calls equal one touch

• Send clippings on other projects or industry trends

• Send a handy tool or checklist that makes their job easier

• Thank you notes

• Lunches and Breakfasts

• Company Newsletters



Tally of Cross-Selling Opportunities

Client Opportunity Sales 

Lead

Prob of

Success

Gross

Revenue

Weighted 

Revenue

GA DOT Enviro Feas DFR 50% $50,000 $25,000

FL DOT Bridge Inspect LRJ 75% $550,000 $410,000

Jax DPW Paving Recycle MJU 33% $75,000 $25,000

Orl Water GIS JEF 30% $100,000 $30,000

Pens DPW GIS JEF 50% $100,000 $50,000

Jax Aviat Security 

Assess

PIK 40% $50,000 $20,000

TOTALS $925,000 $560,000



Accounts Receivables Plan-Contracting

• Push hard for net 30-day clauses in contracts

• Avoid complicated billing and reporting procedures

– Offer discounts for standard formats with no backup

• Bill directly to Client rather than through a prime

• Job Opening forms shall be completed as soon as the 

contract/invoicing conditions are known

• Special billing requirements must be fully explained to 

accounting



Accounts Receivables Chase Plan - Invoicing

• Obtain a full explanation of billing procedure from the Project 

Manager

• Invoices for large accounts should be prepared before those 

for shall accounts

• Project Managers shall review invoices within one and one-half 

days of receipt

• Corrections and adjustments shall be minimized and clear 

instructions shall be minimized and clear instructions shall be 

given to Accounting



PM’s Top 20 Excuses for Project Failure

1. The project team was full of 

incompetents.

2. I didn’t have enough time.

3. The client kept making changes.

4. The budget was unrealistic.

5. I couldn’t get enough help.

6. Working for the client is impossible!

7. I couldn’t get the information I 

needed from accounting.

8. The schedule was unrealistic.

9. Everyone kept charging to the job.

10. __________ was taken off the job at 

the worst possible time.

12. The designers wouldn’t stop                                  

designing. 

13. The contractor didn’t understand 

the job.

14. This job was unique.

15. The building department is full of 

idiots.

16. Principals kept charging to the job.

17. The subs would not cooperate.

18. The word processing people kept 

getting pulled off my job.

19. _________ quit and left me holding 

the bag.

20. The CADD operations didn’t know 

what  



Project Manager Sins

4. Letting the job get into trouble

3. Not Knowing it’s in trouble

2. Knowing it’s in trouble and  not asking for help

1.  Hiding the fact that it’s in trouble



Elements of a Project Mgt Plan

• Goals & Objectives

• Scope Of Work

• Schedule

• Financial Plan

• Team Organization, Resources, Responsibilities

• Quality Control Process

• Change Management Process

• Communication Plan

• Contingency/Risk Management Plan



Communication Plan
Date:

Job:

Project:

Communication Element Participants Frequency Media Setting



Contact List
Date:

Job #:

Project:

Client 

Participants

Responsibility Phone Fax E-mail

Designer 

Participants

Responsibility Phone Fax E-mail

Subcontractor 

Participants

Responsibility Phone Fax E-mail



Project Management Plan
Short Form

General

Date:                                         Issue No: Prepared By:

Approved By/Title:

Project Name:

Client:

Project Location:

Type of Contract: Budget:

Project No: Project Manager:

Client Manager: Tech. Director

Client (Organization Chart Attached)

Contact: Title:

Phone: Fax:

Mail Address Courier Address:

Project Description (Scope of Work Attached)

Project Objectives (These are specific

and measureable)



Project Management Plan
Short Form

Deliverables, Milestone And Schedule  (Schedule Attached)

NO Deliverable/Milestone Date Remarks

SUBCONTRACTORS

Name:

Contact: Title:

Scope of Work:

Budget $: Type of Contract: Phone:

Fax: Mail Address: E-mail:

SUBCONTRACTORS

Name:

Contact: Title:

Scope of Work:

Budget $: Type of Contract: Phone:

Fax: Mail Address: E-mail:



Project Management Plan
Short Form

Signature Authority

Document SIGN. AUTHORITY (Name/Title)                      Remarks

Letters to Client

Transmittals to Client

Internal Document

Draft Documents

Final Document Issues

Travel Requests

Progress Reports

Recipients of PM Plan (Including Dates)



Reasons for Scheduling

• Get Projects Done on Time

• Cash Flow Plan

– Accelerates Payments

– Facilitates Client Financing

• Personal Time Planning

• Demonstration of Resource Requirements

• Effective Communication

– Client 

– Team

– Management



Characteristics of a Good Schedule

• Easily Communicated

• Flexible – Easy to Update and Change 

• Has Commitment of Project Team

• Shows Task Interrelationships

• Kept on a Calendar Basis

• Forces Early Deadlines

• Includes Review and Correction Time

• Allows for Slippage

• Has Office-Wide Correlation

• Allows for Activities Beyond Contractual Due Date

• Graphic Presentation



Scheduling Method #2: Bar Charts

ID Task Name Start Date End Date Duration 2002

1 Preliminary 

Design

1/1/2002 1/1/2002 0d January             February             March

2 Kickoff & 

Review Char 

Data

1/1/2002 1/7/2002 5d

3 Design Calcs 1/5/2002 1/25/2002 15d

4 Design Criteria 1/10/2002 1/30/2002 15d

5 Title Sheet 2/15/2002 2/21/2002 5d

6 Site Plan 2/15/2002 2/28/2002 10d

7 P&IDs 1/15/2002 2/4/2002 15d

8 Mechanical 

Plan

2/15/2002 3/7/2002 15d

9 Equip List & 

Outline Spec

2/15/2002 3/7/2002 15d

10 Client Review 3/15/2002 4/3/2002 14d

11 Cost Estimate 3/15/2002 3/25/2002 7d



What is CPM Scheduling?

• Shortest path thru the schedule 

logic

• Critical Path Tasks have “Zero 

Float”

• If any critical task finishes late, 

the project will finish late

CPM Equations

Early Finish = Early Start + 

Duration

Late Start = Early Start + Total 

Float

Late Finish = Late Start + Duration

Late Finish = Early Finish + Total 

Float



CPM Glossary of Terms

• Duration: Length of time to complete a task

• Early Start: Earliest date that a task can begin

• Early Finish: Earliest date that a task can be completed

• Late Start: Latest date a task can start without  impacting 

overall project completion

• Late Finish: Latest date a task can be completed without 

impacting overall project completion



Common Pitfalls in Schedules

• Not allowing time for internal reviews & corrections

• Starting tasks before required prerequisites are complete

• Failure to consider  availability

• Failure to delineate client responsibilities 

• Excessive complexity

• Lack of contingency planning

• Failure to include activities beyond contract due date

• Failure to identify activities beyond your  control

• Forgetting the “Soft Tasks”



SUCCESSFUL PROJECT CHART 

Scope   

Q   

Schedule        Budget

What is the Definition 

of a Successful 

Project?



Budget Method #4 Staffing Level Budgeting

• Project Duration = 6 weeks

– Principal @ ¼ time = 60 hours

– Project Manager @ ½ time = 120 hours

– Project Architect @ full time = 240 hours

– Technical Support @ ½ time = 120 hours

– Administrative Support @ ½ = 120 hours

Total Labor = 660 hours

Labor Budget = 660 hrs @ $70/hr = $46,200

Expenses @ 10% = 4,620

Total Budget = $50,820



What are Project Write – offs?

• Jobs in budget trouble

• Job with potential 

quality/liability problems

• Charges to jobs w/o contracts

• Delays in getting charges keyed 

into accounting

• Delays in getting charges billed

• Late payment

• Jobs with unusually high risks

Project Cost that

are not:

- Billed to a client

- Paid by a client



Why Teams Fail

• No Clear Vision

• Poor Team Behavior

• Team Behavior

• Focus on 

Personalities

• Lack of Feedback

• Lack of Team 

Purpose

• Personal Agendas

• Unwilling to 

Participate

• Value Conflicts



Characteristics of Effective Teams

• Collective AND Individual 

Accountability 

• “Atmosphere” is relaxed

• Lots of discussion

• Objectives well understood

• Members listen to each other

• Most decisions by 

consensus

• Constructive disagreements

• Criticism is comfortable 

• Clear assignments made & 

accepted

• Leadership shifts from time 

to time



Project Manager Responsibilities

(L) = Leadership (M) = Management



Ten Steps to Better Delegation

1. Select the right person

2. Provide all the available information

3. Ask what additional information is needed

4. Clearly define the product you expect 

5. Agree on the proper  

6. Agree on a completion date

7. Agree on a level of effort

8. Establish control mechanisms (MBWA &  MBAQ)

9. Expect the product to be 30% different; 10% wrong

10. Give credit; take blame



The Assistant Project Manager

• Official or Unofficial?

• Performs specific PM tasks

• Pinch hits during PM’s absence

• Allow PM to handle more jobs

• Accelerates development of new PMs

– Builds a relationship with a targeted client contact

– Suggest a value added at a client meeting

– Attend client meetings to observe dynamics

– Prepare project close-out and lessons-learned



Personality Traits

Driver (Control Taker)                                              Expressive (Emotional)

Pushy                       Manipulative

Severe                       Excitable

Tough Minded           Undisciplined

Dominating Reacting 

Harsh                           Promotional

Determined                  Personable 

Requiring                      Stimulating

Thorough                       Enthusiastic

Decisive                         Dramatic

Efficient                           Gregarious

Analytic (Data Collector) Amiable (Friendly)

Critical     Conforming 

Indecisive    Retiring

Stuffy     Pliable

Exacting       Dependent

Moralistic     Awkward

Industrious     Supportive

Persistent     Respectful

Serious        Wiling

Vigilant         Dependable 

Orderly Agreeable



Battling “Indifference”

• Managing your Client

• Superior Client Service

• Keeping Relationships Fresh

• Proactive Communication



Critical Success Factors In Managing Your 

Client

Leadership

• Know your client

• Understand your client’s 

business

• Be an equal partner

• Foster trust

• Demonstrate credibility

• Anticipate – Don’t React

Management

• Maintain focus

• Be committed

• Communicate effectively

• Be prepared

• Be persistent when you 

need input

NO SURPRISES  !!!!!



Presenting Bad News – Spin Control

• Get bad news out as early as possible

• Make sure clients heart it from you first

• Take blame immediately

• Present alternatives

• “Your first loss is your last loss”



SOUND ADVICE 

When vendors, consultants, and contractors asked President of 

Intel Corporation how they can get more work from the giant chip 

manufacturer, he told them:

“Go out and learn how to make chips.  

Then come back and help us do it 

better.”



How Well Do You Know Your Client?

• Who does your client report to?

• Why are they organized the way they are?

• What are their strategic drivers?

• Where do the decision makers sit?

• What do they value and expect in their relationship with you?

• What do they read?

• What is their career path?

• What are their outside interests?

• What hassles can you remove from their life?



How Satisfied Are Your Clients? 

• Solicit feedback (1 page survey)

• Send clients a piece of paper marked “How Can We Do Better?” 

– Include the pen and postage paid envelope

• Ask clients to keep a sheet entitled “Things Consultants Do 

That Bug Me”

• Collect, Summarize, Share, Do It Again !!!!

Keeping Client Happy = Keeping Clients



The 5 Be’s to Superior Client Service

• Be Accessible: easy to be contacted

• Responsive: adapt to client needs

• Be a Closer: do what you say you will do

• Be Quick to Correct: bad news doesn’t get better with age

• Be Passionate: it’s contagious



How Do You Kill a Client Relationship?

• Assume there are no problems in the relationship 

• Don’t listen

• Rotate staff

• Take a client’s repeat business for granted

• Leave issues unresolved

• Be defensive

• Don’t call unless you have an RFP

• Don’t call unless you have a job number 

Are you guilty of any of these ?



Proactive Client Communications

All Client Interaction

• You initiate

• Same day and time

• Decide on schedule at 

kickoff meeting

• You and your client mark the 

dates/times on your 

appointment calendars

Written Progress Reports

• Summary of work done last 

period

• Forecast of activities for 

next period

• Scope changes/Value Added 

to Date

• Budget status/Deliverable 

status

• Schedule status/Percent 

Complete

• Input needed from client

• Other issues/concerns



Time Management and Communications

• Meetings

• Telephone

• Interruptions

• Electronic Communications

• Written Communications

• Prioritizing

What Would You Do with an Extra 2 Hours per Day?



Making Meetings More Effective

• Eliminate the Meeting

• Eliminate Your Attendance

• Start Meetings on Time

• “Stand-up” Meetings

• Consider Time of Day 

• Effective Agendas

• “Action” Minutes

Remember the Golden Rule:

Praise in Public Criticize in Private

• Don’t use peer pressure to log-

roll conclusions

• Don’t hold meetings outside 

normal business hours

• Kill regular meeting when they 

no longer serve their purpose



Managing the Telephone

• Answering the phone

• Grouping your calls

• Holding calls

• Getting off the phone



Electronic Communications

Voicemail

• Change your voicemail 

message everyday

• Tell callers how to reach a 

human being.

• Leave short messages

E-mail

• Don’t use all caps.

• Don’t spread off-color 

humor.

• Do your part to halt e-mail 

clutter.

• After 3 exchanges, reach out 

and touch someone!

• Purge messages 

periodically.

• Remember: e-mail is just like 

written correspondence 

expect it’s easier for people 

to spread it around.



Sample Accounting Reports

• Division Time Analysis

• Percent Chargeable

• Detail Verification

• Invalid Transaction Report 

• Division Aging Report 

• Active Projects w/ completion 

dates w/in 30 Days

• Unauthorized Expenditure 

Detail Report

• Active Projects w/ unauthorized 

items

• Authorization Listing

• Items Made Non-Billable during 

Period X

• Revenue Write-offs During 

Period X

• Unbilled 

Receivable/Undistributed 

Revenue – Audit

• Unbilled 

Receivable/Undistributed Cost 

Aging

• Manager’s Project Status

• Operating Statement

• Budget & Expense Report

• Budget & Expense Exception

• Near-Term Financial Action



Instructions

• Using the information available, quantify the following:

1. What is the overall schedule status?

2. What is the overall budget status?

3. Are there any problems on this project?

4. Is there any good news? 



Seven Steps to Managing a Crisis

1. Don’t react immediately – THINK-THINK-IT’S NOT ILEGAL YET

2. Define the problem (not  just the symptoms)

3. Identify all the alternatives

4. Don’t assess blame

5. Select the alternative(s) you believe will work

6. Take positive, authoritative action

7. When the dust settles, assess the results



Design Considerations for Construction

• Policy of single statement

• Minimum design necessary to get project built

– Without excess cost growth during construction

• There is NO hierarchy of documents

• Drawings DO NOT need to stand on their own merit

• DO NOT allow GCs to break-up bid sets for distribution to subs



Going to the Client for More Money 

• Plan early.

• Establish the change order procedure up front.

• Get immediate concurrence from the client of changes.

• Keep good documentation

• Limit small changes (aka, scope creep)

• Never agree to do extra work without authorization.

• When in doubt, ask for the money!



Making Money on Construction Service

• Average profits from Construction Admin (CA) are 40% of 

design profits 

• One-third of firms make more on CA than on design

• These firms perform more services:

– Construction management 

– Resident  A/E

– Equipment procurement

– Claims Administration

• They also do it smarter:

– Allocate at least 20% of effort of CA

– Avoid vague scopes (e.g. “periodic site visits”)

– Minimize use of office personnel for field activities

– Wait till contractor is selected before negotiating CA fee



Wrapping up the Project

• The last 10% vs. the first 10%

• The importance of a planned approach

• Evaluating the need to make changes

• Making changes efficiently

• Final documentation

• Learning from the experts (contractors)

• Project Completion Analysis (Post-Mortem)
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Project Close-Out Form

• .




